
Natural organic micro pigments, applied within the dermal layer of the scalp, produce

very fine follicle like impressions. This gives the appearance of more dense and

thicker hair. Thinning areas are concealed, reducing the contrast between hair and

scalp. The procedure is natural looking, non-invasive and permanent.

Contact us for more details or to book your free consultation:

louise@dermamicrotech.com 07469 378487 

www.dermamicrotech.com derma.microtech

No more concealers, scalp make-up or hair fibres, so there is no chance of pigments 

running or washing out. You can exercise, swim or walk in the rain with confidence! 

Hair Loss Solutions for Women

Scalp Micropigmentation is the perfect, low

maintenance, hair loss solution for women. Our

treatment is widely used to camouflage types

of alopecia, partial hair loss and thinning hair.

Louise Walding

Based in York, North Yorkshire

Louise spent several months learning & working in London to achieve her SMP
qualifications. She went on to gain her CPD certificate, before returning home to
Yorkshire and opening the first SMP clinic in York. She is a member of the Team Micro
Private Members Group & also registered on their list of approved clinics.

"I used to hate people seeing me with wet hair, that's when thin hair looks its worst. 
After my SMP procedure I went on holiday and it was so wonderful to be able to swim 

in the sea without worrying about how my hair looked." - Nancy
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“I’m passionate about helping  my clients achieve the 
best outcome for them personally. I love what I do and 
take pride in providing a responsible service. Helping 

people lead everyday lives with confidence is a genuine 
privilege for me.”

Based in the beautiful city of York. 
Contact us for a free consultation:

Louise Walding

Scalp Micropigmentation is a successful non-

surgical hair loss treatment. The procedure is

non-invasive, natural looking and permanent. It

remains the only hair loss solution to offer

immediate, effective and scar-free results.

www.dermamicrotech.com

After hair transplant… 

…enhanced by  SMP

SMP compliments hair transplants.
Reducing the contrast between hair
and scalp, the procedure creates the
appearance of density where the
scalp was visible through the grafts.

Hair Loss Solutions for Men

07469 378487

derma.microtech

louise@dermamicrotech.com

"I had been considering SMP for a few years and am so pleased I finally decided to go 
ahead. Louise was professional and put me at ease, the treatment was not painful and at 

one point I almost fell asleep. I'm really pleased with the results. I feel more confident 
about my appearance and back to my old self." - Paul

http://www.dermamicrotech.com/

